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Research efforts to reconstruct the evaluative structure underlying

the source-credibility judgment have typically employed the factor analytic

technique: extraction of the largest eigenroot- of a correlation matrix,

conversion of the associated eigenvectors to the factor pattern, and

rotation of the resulting configuration to some positien in multivariate

space suitable for psychological interpretation. This particular approach

to uncovering the dependence structure of a multinormal population has

its imitations: while we may reduce our original n-dimensional space of

vectors (unidimensional construct ratsratings on semantic differential scales)

to a space spanned by only in vectors, we have reason to asr u< le that the

bipolar scales constitute an adequate sample of the domain of adjectives

or criteria relevant to judgments of credibility. Consequ ntly, the results

of such analyses zan be regarded only as concise accounts of consistent

covariation in responses to subsets of the original scales: they may or may

not have to do with evaluative structure.

This is made clear through coparison of the factor analytic study of

Berlo and Lemert (1961) to the 'fork of powers and Phillips (1967) and

cCroskey (1966). In the former study, the original set of responses to

bipolar scales were reduced tc, a three - dimensional subspace spanned by

vectors labeled "competence ", "trustworthiness", and "dyIl8Tli sm", while the

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY



Eowors and Phillips and TicCr
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oils uncovered only th nce"

and "trustworthiness" dimensions.
1

That the de on of the latter experi-

mentors was to omit scales which Berlo and Leme t found to load highly on

a third dimension, e.g.., "aggressive/m II "bold/timid", appears to account

the recovery of a structure of only two dimensions.

Given a bit more flexibility in the application of the factor analytic

technique, such arbitrary structures may be eliminated. There is no reason

save custom to confine ourselv e correlation matrix as input to

factor analysis: non-negative eirlenvalues and potentially internretable

eigenvectors may be extracted from any positive, semi-definite matrix whose

cell entries are measures of association among stimulus- _1 s. 'Dy obtaining

simple measures of usychologi al distance or dissm`9a.rity on pairs of

stimuli (sources) riti reenect to their corn

may le generated defined not by the exp. -ter 's rating scales but by the

undirected nerc ptions of the subjects. In this manner we obtain, implicitly,

an adequate sampling of each subject "domain of adjectives" relevant to the

-ive credibility, a space

credibility judgment. The technique described basically that f multi-

dimensional scaling, wherein a matrix derived from dissimilarity estimates

on all pairs of stimuli is multiplied by its transpose and the resulting

scalar products matrix is factored.

"fith the excention of the wort by Siegel, 'Tiller, and Wotring (1969)

on "credibility proneness," there has been no systematic effort to apnroach

the credibility construct from the point of view of individual differences.

In both factor analysis and simple space multidimensional scale analysis

1
IrteCroskey refe

"character".

a to these two factors as "authoritativeness"



the account oif the structure of the credibility judgmc t will obviously

derive from group e- on the raw data. it is not improbable that the

onses the "average subject" trill prove unrepresentative of any sub-

ject in the s ample from which the data is obtained.

It may be possible to isolate distinct "points of view" about credi-

bili_y: that is, determine that there is not consistent cOvariation

among subjects Pith respect to their credibility assessments. This ounts

to performing a ()-tyre analysis on a subjects by credibility ratings matrix.

(liven that such points of view could be isolated by principal components,

vie may then proceed to derive a si:parato space for each cluster: we may

determine the nature and number of dimensions underlying the credibility

judgment specific to a point of view.

The present study was undertaken to illustrate:: the a -1 ion of a

multidimensional individual differences approach to credibility judgments:

snecifically, judgments of aspirants to the Presidency. rethodolopically

native 1,ere: (1) a procedure for collection of credibility

to stimulus-persons (messae independent of the arbitrary selection

of rating scales; (2) a technique for data reduction from which both a

superstructure of individual erceptual "ti " and a description of the

structure of evaluative criteria underlying such types could emerge; (3

means for comparing individual and group spaces.

To satisfy these imperatives, it zvas proposed to obtain dissimilarity

estimates of all possible pairs of a set of stimulus-persons iith respect

to their comparative credibiiity, to submit such estimates to multi-

dimensional scale analysis by Tucker-Tlessich POINTS-OF-VIEW analysis, a fully

metric program for the isolation of consistent individual viewpoints from
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group dissimilarity ates 'EMS nonmetric program for the

derivation of cyroup perceptual spaces from rank- ordered dissimilarity

estimates.

Method

Selection of stimulus- persons: Ten stimulus-persons were selected from

the set of known aspirants to the Presidency as of February, 1972. The

number of stimulus-persons vas set at ten as best satisfying certain

methodological criteria: (1) that the number of pair -comparison dis imi-

laricy estimates be kept to a minimum; ( ) that there be at least three times

as many stimuli to he scaled as the number of dimensions believed necessary

2
to account adequately for their interrelationslans; (3) that the measure of

"fit" of the .., sling solutions to the dissimilarities data riot be spuriously

enhanced by too few stimuli. The meas of goodness-of-monotonic-fit of

scaling solution to dissimilarities data in nonmetric scaling is "stress",

a sort of residual variance estimate which is sensitive to a small number

of points (stimuli). Although a stress value of .05 or less might be taken

as indicative of a good fit for ten stimuli in three dimensions, with as

few as ei ht stimuli, three-dimensional configurations for randomly- generated

sets of data will obtain a stress of (.05 about three times out of ten. Such

a probability is close to zero for ten points in three dimensions (Klahr,

1969).

The ten stimulus- persons, selected to vary as to sex, political affilia-

tion, and (apparent) ideology, were: Shirley Chisholm, Henry Jackson,

'On the basis of the Berlo and Lemert findi_
posited.

ee dimensions were



Hubert Humphrey John Lindsay, 'ichard Nixon, Fvene -cCarthy, George

-TaGoyern, Fd_mund Uuskie Pat Paulsen, and (leorge Wallace.

Data collection Procedures: Subjects were 48 hale and 22 female

andergractuates at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Ch ampairn, enrolled

in introductory courses in interpersonal and verbal communication. They were

informed. that they were to participate in a study of the "credibility

and that the experimenter was interested in ho'J y ranked the current

crop of Presidential aspirants in terms of their comparative credibility.

n(n -1)
Subjects were presented with all pairs of stimulus-persons and asked

to rate each pair on a scale ranjing from "0" (' dentical") to "100"

dissimilar as you con imagine") as to their dissimilarity with respect to

"credibility as the source of a political message." Subiects ,,ere also asked

to list their political affiliation, if any, and the set of attributes or

criteria they used in making their dissimilarity estimat

Analysis of Data: Of the 70 subjec 16 indicated their political

Preference as Democrat, 8 as Republican, 41 as Independent,

indicated no preference.

Dissimilarity estimates

all subjects, and the resulting

-ac h imulus-person

rile 5

it were summed across

educed to ordinal level: a half-

matrix of dissimilarities was constructed in which the most similar Pair

was assigned the rank "1", and the least similar pair the rank "45"- The

ranked dissimilarities were input to TORSCA-9, Configurations of the stimuli

3The reliabilitycoefficient for the dissimilarity ratings s estimated
with KR2O to be eoual to .887 Aagnuoson, 196 6



obtained in three-, two-, and one dime_sional accounts, in separate

scalings with the familiar Tuclidean metric of factor analysis and the House-

4
holder-Landahl city block metric. The Euclidean configurations were rotated

to the Varimax criterion.

Table I gives the obtained values of stress for the lidean and city

block representation- of the data, in one, two, and three dimensions. The

cutoff value of stress was set at .05. Only the three- dimensional solutions

provided satisfactory monotonic fit to the original dissimilarities: the

Euclidean configuration departed somewhat less far from perfect -onotonicity

than did the city block soluLton.

Table Il gives the Var'm rotated configuration for the three-dimensional

Euclidean solution: the two - dimensional plots of the configuration are given

in Figure 1 (a) (b) ),

To determine the percent of variance accounted for by each dimension,

the matrix of scale values for the three- dimensional solution was multinlied

by its transpose, and the scalar products matrix tl,us obtained was submitted

to principal components analysis. Dimension I accounted for 48.34% of the

variance, Dimension II for 38.75%, and Dimension III for 12.91%.

Judgmental criteria obtained from the subjects were used to label the

sions./ The most frequently listed criterion was "honesty" : other

criteria in descending order of frecuency were television image ", "stand

the issues", "conservative/libera ", '''party membership", and "seriousne

`Under the city block rrotric, the distance between two points or stimuli

is the sum of the absolute difference of their coordinates on each dimension.
City block distance is not invariant under rotation.

5
All labels derived in such a fashion are tentative: they may be veri-

fied in follow-up studies by attempting to fit outside property vectors
unidimensional construct ratings on such scales as "honest/dishonest") to the

derived stimulus space.



of aspirati -". None of the 70 subjects indicated that the comparative

"competency' of sources influenced his judgments.

/though Dimension I, with Wallace and 7rearthy at its opposite bounds,

would appear clearly to reflect the ideological spectrum, it is Probable

that a sample of college students would view the trustw rth i- of a source

as a function of his political ideology.

Dimension II, bounded by Pat Paulsen and Richard Nixon, has tentatively

labeled seriousness of aspiration". Although Dimension III is subject

to a variety of ini,erpretation it may well be a factor not unlike

a bipolar factor reflecting television image. In TcLuhan's terns, the ":
urbane Lindsay is contrasted to the "hot ", speeded -up" image of Wallace.

As the second stage in analysis, dissimilarities judgments of the tot al

sample were submitted to the 'fucker ' Eessick POINTS-OF-VIEW program. A pre--

liminary components analysis had been performed on the product of the raw

dissimilarities matrix (subjects of credibility ratings) and its transpose,

yielding five "subject factors" which accounted for more than percent

of the variance. POINTS -OF' -VIEW determined the scaled projections both of

stimulus-pairs and of individuals on the five factors.

Viewpoint I accounted for 84.06% of the variance. POINTS -OF -VIEW

renuires data referred to a rational origin: frequently a lar,-! initial

factor will be indicative net of a clique of subjects with congruent percep-

tions but rather of variation in scale origin and unit. The remaining view-

points, h ~raver, an be taken to reflect genuine subject factors. Of those

vievrpc lnts that nay be accepted without hesitation, viewpoint II accounted

for 1.9250 of the variance, vies oint III 1.36%, viewpoint IV 1.15% and view-

point V 1.095.
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The remainir4 10.425 of the variance was shared by 40 other factors.

To determine the nature and number of dimensions peculiar to the credi-

bility judgments representative of each point-of-view, separate TORSCA-9 runs

were performed on the imilarities data of groups of Ss loading highly on

each viewroint: cutoff paint for loadings was 500, Scalings were performed

under the Euclidean metric in four, three, two, and one dimensions. Cutoff

valu. s of stress were set at .05 for a three-dimensional solution and at .03

7
for a four-dimensional solution.

Six of the sewn subjects with large projections on viewpoint II indi-

eated that they were ignorant of some of the stimulus-persons, and had done

a great deal of guessing. the exneetation would be that their data would

not be well fit in only three dimensions, and that the dimensions of judg-

ment in any solution would be difficult to internret.

As expected, a dimensionality greater than three was necessary to fit

the data of viewpoint II subjects: a Food monotonic fit was achieved in

four dimensions 'with a stress value of .024. Dimension I accounted for

48.345 of the variance, Dimension II for 25.145, Dimension III for 16.585,

and Dimension IV for 9.94%.

Table III gives the Varinax rotated configuration for the viewpoint II

subjects, and Fi 2 (a) (b) ) (d) (e) (f) the two-dimensional riots of

'Scaled projections of individuals on the principal factors of X (the
raw subjects by ratings matrix) malT be of atypical magnitude: nrior to conver-
ation to the factor pattern bhe projections of individuals on the unit length

vectors of X are sealed by premultiplication by the square root f the sample
size.

The chances of obtaining a value of stresP as low as .03 in four dimen-
sions for randomly-generated data are about one in twenty lahr, 1969).



the configuration. Ihile this confi7uration is the most closely related of

the four viewpoint solutions to the oup (Table IV [ail), what appear to

be random placements of the less well-known aspirants Jackson, Paulsen, and

Chisholm prohibit straightfor rd interpretation, Dimension I may reflect

the ideological spectrum, yet it is difficult to conceive that these subjects

perceived l'aulsen as more rixItist than Wallace. Dimension II may represent

seriousness of aspiration, although, again, it is improbable that Paulsen

is viewed as more serious than Humphrey and Yallace. While Dimensions III

and IV are necessary to provide a good fit to the original data, no case

can be made that they "mean' anything.

Of the nine subjects who loaded highly on viewpoint III, six were female.

Four of the subjects indicated that the
7. litical affiliation of the stimulus-

person influenced their credibility assessments, while the others gave reasons

varying from ',visibility" to 'n lse in public'

A three-dimensional solution was adequate to account for the dissimilarity

judgments vi_ moint III subjects: the value of stress was .043. Dimension

I accounted for 50.70 of the variance, Dimension II for 30.24%, and Dimension

III for 18.95 %. Table V gives the Varimax rotated configuration of viewpoint

III credibility assessments, and Figure 3 (a) (b) (c) the two-dimensional

plots f the configuration. Dimensional interoorrelc ions between the view-

point III space and the 4roun space are negligible (Table IV [b] ).

Serious' E.13 of acandidate's aspirations appears to have been the primary

criterion of judgment for viewpoint III subjects: Dimension I is bounded by

Shirley Chisholm and Richard Nixon. Dimension II has been tentatively labeled

"obscurity": Jackson loaded highly on this dimension alone, while the well

lonovrn aspirants Humphrey and Lindsay had large negative loadings. Dimension
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III may reflect aditionai -party po litics: Democratic f 'thful 71uskie

loads hfrhly while former third -party candidates "4c0arthv and Wallace have

the largest negative projections on the imension.

All of the five subjects with large Prolections on viewpoint IV indi-

cited that their judgments of credihili

the issu

e based upon asnirant stands

T_ _
p esnecially civil rights and the war in Indochina.

subjects tended to make exceptionally large estimates of dissimilarity: they

mighu rell be described as "credibility prone".

four-dimensional solution was needed to account for the credibility

data of viermoint IV subjects: the value of stress was .030. Table VI gives

the Varimax rotated configuration and Figure 4 (a) (b) (d) (e) (f) the

two-dimensional plots of the configuration. Dimension I accounted for 45.745

of the variance, Dimension II for 26.50 %, Dimension III for 16.01%, and

Dimension IV for 11.75%. Table IV (c) give- the i.nterdimensional correlations

of the viewpoint IV subject space and the group space: Dimension I of the

former is significantly correlated with-the first dimension of the group

configuration.

The first dimension is clearly reflective of the ideologice. l spectrum,

from the right, with Wallace, to the left, with Wiovern. "ith the exception

of Chisholm, most of the candidates had negligible loadings on Dimension TT:

it may be interpreted as indicative of viewpoint IV ibjects' tendency to

exaggerate bar difference from all other aspirants, probably because she is

both El: lc and female. Dimension III may be interpreted as a hawk/dove

factor. Dimension IV, on which Nixon and Humphrey have moderately high

positive loadings in contrast to the negative wrojections of Chisholm and

Paulsen, appears to reflect seriousness of aspiration.
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Of t subjects who loaded h ifn viewpoint V, four indicated

that their judments v"ere based anon impressions or imar:es of the candidates

projected by the mass media. _remaining subjects did not list their

judgmental criteria

A four- - dimensional solution was reouired to account for the data of

viewpoint v subjects: the value of stress was .027. The Varimax rotated

con ation is given in Table VII, and the two- dimensional nlots of the con-

firTurat Fi ure 5 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f). Dimension 1 accounted for

45.04% of the variance, Dimension II for 30.19%, Dimension III for 13.31%,

and Dimension IV for 11.465. The vie a)int V solution is not significantly

related to the grot.- configuration_ (Table IV Ed])

Dimension I clearly reflects seriousness of aspiration, while Dimension

II may be interpreted as similar to the media imac1e dimension found in the

group configuration. No'reaso-able interpretation could be made for Dimen-

o III, other than it serves to take un slack in the fit. Dimension IV

serves chiefly to describe Paulsen, who is contrasted th Humphrey and

Wallace. We may refer main here to the media imae: the bumbling and

inarticulate comedian at one extreme, the r arrulous politi ian at the other.

Discussion

The evaluative structures derived fio,, both 7rotro and viewpoint

dissimilarities estimates were clearly multidimensional: in no case did the

contribution of the initial dimension to total variance fall below 45%, nor

did that of the second dimension fall below 25%. However, in every case the

eigenroots corresponding to the third and fourth dimensions were less than
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unity. It would appear that in the case of the Presidential aspirant, over-

all credibility assessments are largely a function of responses along two

dimensions, "ideology" and "seriousness of aspiration," even though under the

Euclidean metric three or more dimensions are required to represent the data

adequately.

While the equation for Euclidean distance is of the Quadratic form,

the function has an analogue in linear compensatory predictive models.

Euclidean distance is a function of the weighted difference in coordinates

of stimuli on dimensions. The size of he weights contributed by each

dimensional difference depends upon the percentage of variance in the

intern- int distance matrix accounted for by each dimension: in tenera.1,

coordinate loadings will be larger on those dimensions accounting for largest

proportions of variance. Similarly, in a linear predictive model such as a

regression equation, the larger weights will be on those variates which account

for maximum variation in the criterion variable. A Euclidean space nay not

be the most suitable choice for the representation of credibility judgments

of Presidential aspirants: there is evidence that evaluations of political

candidates are best predicted by noncompensatory combinations of their multiple

attributes (Einhorn, Komorita, and Rosen, 1972).

That there are differing perspectives on credibility is clear: distinc-

tive clusters of subjects were found with evaluative structures varying both

in nature and number of dimensions. Although in one case structural deviation

from the group map may have been sex- related, generally the cliques derived

from POINTS-OF-VIEW analysis reflect quantitative differences in information

about the stimulus- nersons, nd variation in the attributes viewed as primary

determinants of an aspirant's redibility.



TABLE 1,

Obtained Values of St:ress for Euclidean

City Block Representations of the Group
Dissimilarities Data One, Two, and

Three Dimensions.

Dimensionality

Euclidean

"etric

City Block

1

2

.299 .272

074

.035

.091

.062



TBLEII

Varimax Rotated Configuration for Group
Dissimilarities Data Three-

Dimensional Euclidean

Solution.

amr Dr rENSIONS

I IT III

Chisholm -.429 .466 .064
Humphrey -.070 -.248 -.122
Jackson .098 -.125 .545
Lindsay -.161 -.149 -.503
McCarthy -,476 .065 -.196
l[eGovern -.392 -.037 -.045
!Tuskie -.261 -.252 -.072
Nixon 236 -.742 .16
Paulsen .571 .907 -.271
Wallace .886 .116 .409
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FIGURE T. (a) (b) (c)

Two-dimensional Plots of
Varimax Rotated Configuration
for Group Dissimilarities.
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TABLE 1 1.

Varirnax Rotated Ccnfiguration

for Viewpoint II Subjects.

STPTULI

I II

-LENSIONS

III IV

Chisholm -:190 .593 .210 .196
Humphrey -.181 .241 -.423 -.090
Jackson -.266 -.081 .280 .475
Linda y -.134 -.090 -.002 -.461
'IcCarthy -.032 -.177 -.565 -.044
McGovern -.536 .004 -.017 .009
Muskie -.237 -.324 .100 -.080
When -.142 .605 .019 .080
Paulsen 1.057 .047 .135 .202
Wallace .662 .391 .263 -.286
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FICTURE (a) (b) (c

Two-dimensional Plots
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FIGURE 2
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TABLE IV (a)

Cc) (d).

Interdimensional Correlations
of Viewpoint and Group

Configurations.

X, dr

with

Dimension I, Group

Dimension I

(a) Viewpoint II .784 .615 3.577 8 .005
(b) Viewpoint III -.007 .000 -0,019 8 as,,

(e) Viewpoint IV .778 .605 3.497 8 .005

(d) Viewpoint V -.047 .002 .134 8 *ft@

Dimension II, Group
with

Dimension II,

(a) Viewpoint II .612 .374 2.187 .050
(b) Viewpoint III .145 .021 .413 8

(o) Viewpoint IV .423 .179 1.319 8 0

(d) Viewpoint V -.098 .009 .279 8

-

Dimension III, Group
with

Dimension III,

(a) Viewpoint II .503 .253 1.645
(b) Viewpoint III -.199 .039 .575 8

(o) Viewpoint IV .409 .167 1.266 8 PP00
(d) Viewnoint V .318 .101 .947 8 PPP!



TABLE

Varimax Rotated Confirturation

for Viewpoint III Sub. ects.

STI:4111,I DrIENSIONS

Ir III

Chisholm .743 - .016 -.174
Humphrey .071 - .S70 -.152
Jackson .310 .9f1 .248

Lindsay -.057 -.402 .234
7c0arthy -.528 -.053 -.411
TWovern .008 .103 .281

Muskie -.104 _.023 .503

Nixon 7 .035 035
Paulsen .536 .124 .040
Wallace -.122 .022 -.540



FIGURE 3 (a)

Two-dimensional Plots of
Varimax Rotated Configuration

for Viewpoint III Ss.
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TABLE VI.

Varirnax Rotated Configuration

for Viewpoint IV Subjects.

STIMULI

I

Drvistogs

II III n'T

Chisholm -.183 .772 -.036 -.273
Humphrey -.247 -.127 -.212 .489

Jackson .283 .088 -.057 .045

Lindsay -.243 -.428 .031 -.080
McCarthy -.086 .097 -.404 .219
7TzGovern -.387 -.020 -.065 .059
-Uskie -.163 -.331 -.340 .133
Nixon -.014 .032 .765 .258

Paulsen -.041 .058 -.089 -.588
Wallace 1.082 -.139 .408 -.263
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FIGURE 4

(d)
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TABLE VII.

_irlax Rotated Configuration
or Viewpoint \ Subjects.

DI ,,NSI

lII IV

Chisholm .692 .060 .028 .089
Humuhrey -.067 -.023 -.105 -.508
Jackson -.091 -.570 -.041 .111
Lindsay -.320 .506 -.108- .203
!Tearthy -.032 .187 -.600 -,042
:leiovern ,048 .012 .180 .119
Aiskie -.055 .096. .561 -.344
Hixon -.662 .162 -.050 -.228
Paulsen .336 .039 -.167 .974
Wallace .151 -.470 .301 -.374
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